WORKSHOP: BUILDING STRONG GRANT COLLABORATIONS

Research Development and Hanover Research will host an insightful workshop on mastering the art of collaboration in grant proposals! In the competitive landscape of grant competitions, successful proposals hinge on effective teamwork. This interactive session will guide you through the crucial steps of identifying the right collaborators, securing commitments, and transforming those commitments into genuine project buy-in.

Don’t miss this opportunity to enhance your grant writing skills and elevate your proposals to new heights.

Presenter:
Tom Kuhn, M.A.,
Senior Grants Consultant
MA, Philosophy, New York University
BA, English and Philosophy, Texas State University

Tom has helped clients secure $600+ million in grant and contracts and serves as a reviewer for several federal agencies and competitions. In his role with Hanover, Tom assists researchers in developing complex, multi- and inter-disciplinary collaborative projects across all areas of STEM research and education, health sciences and technologies, and technology transfer.

Hanover Research provides grant development and strategic advising support to deliver customized proposal review, revision and production support, while also helping to align faculty needs and strategic priorities.

Register
Tuesday
APRIL 23
TSU - Pavilion BC
12:00 - 2:00 PM

Lunch will be provided!